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about	me
Professor,	Department	of	Political	Science,	McGill	University

Middle	East	politics	and	security	
humanitarian,	peace,	and	stabilization	operations
intelligence	analysis
serious	political-military	gaming	

McGill-DRDC/DND	collaboration	agreement

other	stuff
Policy	Staff,	Department	of	Foreign	Affairs
Intelligence	Assessment	Secretariat,	Privy	Council	Office
Senior	Nonresident	Fellow,	Atlantic	Council
consultant	to	other	governments,	World	Bank,	UN	agencies
Senior	editor,	PAXsims	(http://www.paxsims.org)



things	we’ll	be	covering

Why game?

What types	of	games	might	be	appropriate?
Exampls drawn	from	my	own	experience	of	analytical	
and	educational	serious	gaming.

How should	one	use	games	for	foreign	policy	analysis	
or	training?



why	game?

Games	can	be	effective	educational	and	training	tools.
motivated	engagement	with	material
effective	learning

not	a	silver	bullet,	however:	research	on	educational	games	
suggests	a	moderately	positive	effect	on	learning	
(compared	to	conventional	methods),	but	considerable	
variability

help	bridge	theory	and	practice
offer	insight	into	issues	of	process,	coordination,	interaction	
that	lectures	convey	poorly

intellectual	cross-training



why	game?

Games	can	offer	analytical	insight.
empathy/alternative	perspectives
adversary	responses
second	and	third	order	effects
explore	alternatives
crowdsourcing	method	(generating	collective	insight)
adjunct	to	other	methods

Networking	and	team-building

Adjunct	to	other	deliberative	mechanisms.



In order to “effectively pursue an 
innovative… strategy avoid operational and 
technological surprise, and make the best of 
limited resources, we need to reinvigorate, 
institutionalize, and systematize wargaming

“When done right, wargames spur innovation 
and provide a mechanism for addressing 
emerging challenges, exploiting new 
technologies, and shaping the further security 
environment. The can potentially make the 
difference between wise and unwise 
investment trajectories and make our forces 
more successful in future conflicts” 

“Mid-term wargaming will focus on the 
development of new capabilities as well as 
operational and organizational concepts… 
with an eye to incorporating innovative 
approaches or technologies into the future 
force and identifying potential portfolio 
offsets.”

Gaming “across different time horizons will 
also serve a crucial educational function by 
bringing together different groups of defense 
professionals to think critically about future 
challenges.”



types	of	games

digital	games	(training,	analysis)

boardgames (training)

quick	and	simple	manual	games	(training)

roleplay/negotiation	games,	seminar	(war)games	
(training,	analysis)

matrix	games	(training,	analysis)

hybrid	games	(training,	analysis)



some	of	my	games

Brynania
large	(100+)	week	long	
simulation	of	complex	peace	
operation	for	university	
students



some	of	my	games

AFTERSHOCK:	A	Humanitarian	Crisis	Game
educational	boardgame for	university	and	professional	
audiences	on	multilateral	humanitarian	
assistance/disaster	relief	operations





some	of	my	games

Fall	of	Tripoli
scenario-based	examination	of	post-Qaddafi	governance	
challenges	prepared	for	Libyan	NTC	(Benghazi,	July	2011)



some	of	my	games
Palestinian	refugee	negotiation	simulation	(2009)

FCO-supported	Chatham	House	project	

UNRWA	policy	simulation	(2013)
policy	recommendation	for	UNRWA	CG

Palestinian	refugee	workshops	(2014)
US	DoS/FCO-supported	Chatham	House	project	in	support	of	
Kerry	negotiations

Syrian	Refugees	in	Lebanon	simulation	(2014-15)
educational	simulation	for	Exeter	University,	McGill	University



some	of	my	games
US	Engagement	in	the	Middle	East	
(2016)

asked	by	Atlantic	Council	
Middle	East	to	develop	game	
exploring	the	impact	of	greater	
US	engagement/disengagement	
on	Middle	East
focus	on	crisis	stability:	can	US	
effectively	deter	challengers,	
support	(and	restrain)	allies,	
build	coalitions,	mediate	and	
resolve	disputes?
two	simultaneous,	semi-linked	
games





some	of	my	games

Dstl trip report:
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2016/08/02/dstl-wargaming-trip-report-or-i-visited-portsdown-west-and-all-i-got-was-this-lousy-mug/



some	of	my	games

ISIS	Crisis
multi-sided	pol-mil	matrix	game
examines	counter-ISIS	challenges,	with	emphasis	on	Iraq
developed	with	Major	Tom	Mouat (Defence Academy	of	
the	UK)

based	on	matrix	game	approach	first	developed	by	Chris	
Engle



matrix	games
matrix	games*	are	narrative-based	game	with	no	rigid	rules

in	turn,	each	player	declares:
1. an	action
2. the	outcome/effect	of	that	action	(if	successful)
3. reasons	why	they	will	be	successful

other	players	(+SME)	identify	other	arguments	for/against	
success

outcome	is	then	determined
umpire	adjudication
balance	of	arguments
adjusted	stochastic	determination	(dice	+	modifiers)

game	is	adjusted,	and	next	player	takes	turn

*which involve no actual matrix





Best	practices

Start with training or analytical  objectives: what 
are you trying to do?

Consider constraints (time, space, participants) 
and trade-offs.

Develop research design and data collection.

Integrate with other components of (training or 
analytical) process.

Think	about	atmospherics	and	player	engagement.

Keep it simple, plagiarize (as a game designer).



Best	practices

Prebriefing
what should participants expect? 

…although some surprises are fine
how should participants prepare?

Debriefing
what	should	players	know	about	what	happened?

players	may	not	be	aware	of	all	that	transpired
what	should	participants	learn	(and	NOT	learn)	from	the	
experience?
seek	feedback

player	feedback	can	help	to	refine	the	game	design	or	
implementation,	or	contribute	to	analysis



Best	practices

Analysis
extensive data collection essential

problems arising from a “small n” and idiosyncratic 
gameplay
multiple runs of a game are rarely possible

mixed	method	approaches	and	methodological	
triangulation
findings	need	follow-up
avoid	“play	it	and	forget	it”



Questions	and	issues
Games	as	a	forecasting	tool

complex	adaptive	systems
gaming	black	swans,	low	probability/high	impact	event,	
disruption,	etc

cross-cutting	and	multidisciplinary	issues
gaming	coordination
sequencing	across	multiple	domains	and	issues

preparing	for	the	unpredictable
building	capacity	and	resilience
building	networks	and	policy	communities



Questions	and	issues

gaming	unpredictable	adversaries	or	unreliable	allies
“irrational”	or	highly	mercurial	leaders
complex,	convoluted,	opaque,	and/or	politicized	processes
sudden	shifts	in	apparent	interests	or	strategic	behaviour



Additional	resources

PAXsims
http://www.paxsims.org

Active	Learning	in	Political	Science
http://activelearningps.com

Gaming	Political	Science
http://www.k-state.edu/polsci/gaming/



Additional	resources

Journals
PS:	Political	Science	and	Politics
International	Studies	Perspectives
Simulation	&	Gaming



Additional	resources

Books
Peter	Perla,	The	Art	of	Wargaming	(1990)
Katie	Salen and	Eric	Zimmerman,	Rules	of	Play:	Game	Design	Fundamentals	
(2004)
Shawn	Burns,	ed.	The	War	Gamer’s	Handbook (US	Naval	War	College,	2012)
Philip	Sabin,	Simulating	War:	Studying	Conflict	Through	Simulation	Games	
(2012)
Mark	C.	Carnes,	Minds	on	Fire:	How	Role-Immersion	Games	Transform	College
(2014)
John	Curry	and	Tim	Price,	Matrix	Games	for	Modern	Wargaming (2014)
Natasha	Gill,	Inside	the	Box:	Using	Integrative	Simulations	to	Teach	Conflict,	
Negotiation	and	Mediation	(2015)
Pat	Harrigan and	Matthew	Kirschenbaum,	Zones	of	Control:	Perspectives	on	
Wargaming (MIT	Press,	2016)


